Warmth In Winter 2019: Woven
Lessons to Prepare for WnW
LESSON 1: SINGLE THREAD
1. LEADER PREPARATION
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LESSON OVERVIEW
In Luke 15, Jesus paints a picture of a shepherd who is concerned for his sheep. While
all 100 of the sheep are equally important to this loving shepherd, he is willing to leave
behind 99 of them to search for the one missing sheep. In the same way, God cares for
our wellbeing so much that he sent a shepherd to make things right. This week’s
lesson focuses on helping students understand and experience the loving care of
Jesus, our shepherd.
LESSON OBJECTIVES
1. WHAT: Just like a loving shepherd, Jesus personally cares for each of us and wants
to lead us along God’s path for our lives.
2. WHY: Students face many temptations in life, but they can pursue a Christ-like
course by following Jesus as their shepherd.
3. HOW: Teenagers will be encouraged to rest in the care of the loving shepherd and
reflect that care to others.
PRIMARY SCRIPTURE
Luke 15:1-7
SECONDARY SCRIPTURES
Isaiah 53:6
TEACHING PREP
If you plan to do the suggested game, you’ll want to look at the what supplies are
needed.
The short overview below is designed to help you prepare for your lesson. While you
may not want to convey this information word-for-word with your teenagers, you’ll
definitely want to refer to it as you lead your lesson.
Read Luke 15:1-7.
As a teacher, Jesus knew he could effectively connect with his audience by using
familiar ideas and images—including sheep and shepherds. Most of us don’t have much
interaction with sheep these days, but it was a common occupation in Jesus’ time,
especially in the land of Israel.
Sheep and shepherds were also central to the religious heritage of Jesus’ audience,
thanks to stories and characters from the Old Testament (the only part of the Bible
written at that point). David was a shepherd boy long before he became king of Israel.
Moses tended sheep for his father-in-law Jethro. Before Rachel met and married Jacob,
she was a shepherdess. Amos was a shepherd before God called him to be a prophet.
So, Jesus’ audience would have had some understanding of the role, importance, and
dedication of a shepherd.
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A shepherd’s flock was his livelihood—he could safeguard his investment by carefully
taking care of these animals, or destroy the herd through irresponsibility and inattention.
Sheep aren’t always the easiest animals to lead—the key is helping them become
familiar with their shepherd’s voice. It’s almost like a child’s ability to recognize a
parent’s voice in a large crowd. Ultimately, a shepherd’s job is to protect the sheep, to
take care of them, to lead them to food and water—in short, to do whatever they need to
thrive.
The parallels with Jesus as our shepherd are apparent: He came to earth to find the lost
sheep, to bring us into his family that we might spend eternity with him.
THE BEFORE & AFTER [optional]
Text Message Questions
We’ve provided a couple of different text message questions to send out to your
teenagers prior to your meeting. Feel free to use one or both of the questions below. As
with the rest of the curriculum, edit these questions to fit the needs of your ministry.
•

What do you have in common with sheep? See you at youth group tonight so we
can talk about it.

•

Feeling a little lost? Come hang out at youth group tonight for some help in getting
back on track.

2. LESSON GUIDE
GETTING THINGS STARTED(optional)
As you begin your lesson, welcome your teenagers and invite them into your meeting
area. Open in prayer, and then SAY SOMETHING LIKE:
I want you to imagine for a moment that one of your family members has disappeared.
It’s quite likely that everyone in your family would search everywhere and do whatever it
took to find that person. In this clip from the movie Cheaper By the Dozen (rated PG),
the Baker family realizes that one of the children, Mark, is missing. The whole family
begins to search for him, looking everywhere they can. Eventually they find him on a
train headed to the city where their old home was located.
(The video clip can be found on the WnW Lessons Page on www.warmthinwinter.com)
ASK:
• How is this family’s reaction similar to or different from the way your family would
respond in this situation?
• Think back to when you were younger. How did it feel when you got lost or had run
away from home?
• Who was responsible for finding you? How long did it take?
• What emotions did you experience once you were reunited with your family?
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Have you ever been the one who was searching for a lost person? If so, what
happened?
If Jesus is just like a shepherd searching for lost sheep (us!), how do we typically
make it hard for him to “find” us?

SAY SOMETHING LIKE:We may not like the analogy because it compares us to sheep,
but the care our parents provide is similar to what shepherds do for their sheep. That’s
right. Sometimes you’re like sheep. We all are, in fact, according to the Bible.
TEACHING POINTS
The goal of the Teaching Points is to help students capture the essence of each lesson
with more discussion and less lecture-style teaching. The main points we have chosen
here are (1) The shepherd cares and (2) The shepherd seeks.
Remember: All throughout these lessons, it’s up to you to choose (1) how many
questions you use, and (2) the wording of the main points—keep ours, or change the
wording to make it clearer for your audience.
Read Luke 15:1-7 together as a group. Consider allowing one or more of the teenagers
to read the text.
SAY: Let’s take a moment to listen to the song “Reckless Love” by Cory Asbury. You can
sing along, or listen quietly, the words will be on the video.
(The video is available on the WnW Lessons Page on www.warmthinwinter.com)
SAY SOMETHING LIKE:Let’s spend some time seeing what this relationship between a
shepherd and a sheep looks like.
1. The Shepherd Cares
ASK:
• Why did Jesus describe himself as a shepherd?
• Why did the shepherd in the parable leave the 99 to find the one? Is one sheep
really that important?
• What is a specific time when Jesus has been a shepherd in your life? How did Jesus
care for you? What did you learn from this experience?
SAY SOMETHING LIKE: Jesus often described himself as a shepherd, and sheep and
shepherds appear many times in the Gospels. Just like a shepherd provides care for
sheep, Jesus wants to take care of us. He wants us to know his voice and listen and
obey—so he can guide us out of danger and lead us to “green pastures.” He meets our
needs and knows what’s best.
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2. The Shepherd Seeks
ASK:
•
•
•
•

When have you experienced Jesus’ love for you in an unmistakable way?
How have you felt pursued by Jesus in your life? Think of a time you felt kind of lost
in life—what helped you feel “found”?
Read Isaiah 53:6. Why do we leave God’s paths to pursue our own?
What are some of the consequences in your life if you choose to leave God’s path?

SAY SOMETHING LIKE: When sheep get separated from their shepherd, they can feel
alone and end up in trouble. The same is true in our relationship with Jesus. When we
wander from him or ignore his voice, we feel alone and sometimes find ourselves in
situations that are not the best for us. When we read the words of Isaiah 53:6, we can
take comfort knowing that we are loved so deeply that God will do whatever it takes to
find us when we’re lost and then care for us like a shepherd lovingly cares for his sheep.
LINKING TO WARMTH IN WINTER 2019, SAY: The theme for Warmth In Winter 2019
is WOVEN. This relates to Colossians 2:2 - when Paul said - "I want you to be WOVEN
into a tapestry of love, in touch with everything there is to know about God.” Just like
the missing lone sheep is important to the shepherd, a missing single thread can
change the way a Tapestry is created. The shepherd as well as Mark’s family
desperately searched for their lost member because life is not meant to be lived alone.
Faith is not meant to be practiced in solitude. From the beginning of time, God’s plan
has been for humanity to fulfill its ultimate purpose by first being in community. As
magnificent as God’s creative work in Adam may have been, creation at that moment
was incomplete. In fact, the very first time we hear a declaration of something being “not
good” in the Bible was when man was alone (Genesis 2:18). And so, God creates a
“helper suitable” … and the true fabric of humanity begins to be woven. Paul writes to
the church in Colossae, “I want you to be WOVEN into a tapestry of love, in touch with
everything there is to know about God.” The design present in creation and spoken to
the early church is the message that God still has for the Church today. God’s love
brings us together and together we can change the world.
And so, the vision of a tapestry always begins with a single thread. The single thread of
the Biblical narrative is God’s relentless pursuit for the lost. The familiar story of the lost
sheep declares that in the Kingdom of God, even one, solitary, single soul has value
beyond imagination. The single saving thread of Jesus reaches out to the single lost
soul in need of being found. Jesus’ story is woven into ours. No matter where we’ve
been, no matter where we are right now, God is looking for us. This is where it starts.
This is the single thread. One Jesus. One love. One sheep.
GAME TIME: See the game “The Lost” handout at the end of the lesson.
CLOSE WITH PRAYER: Close with a prayer of your own or ask a teenager to pray.
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GAME TIME: “The Lost”
Introduction
The Focus of Luke 15 is God’s love for the lost and the extend that he will go to get
them back into his loving care!
Game Description
You can use a variety of scavenger hunt types of games to serve as an introduction to
the three stories in Luke: Parable of the Lost Sheep, Parable of the Lost Coin, and
Parable of the Lost Son. Here’s a few ideas:
•
Hide a special colored Jelly bean among a bowl of Jelly Beans.
1. Get a large bag of Jelly beans for each team.
2. Remove all of a single color so that only one jelly bean of that color
remains.
3. Pour the Jelly Beans in a bowl.
4. Each team must choose one representative to search through the bowl
and obtain the jelly bean.
5. But here’s the twist. They cannot use their hands and they must grab the
Jelly bean with their teeth!
6. The first team representative to show you the correct colored jelly bean,
grasped in their teeth wins!
7. To include more team members in the game, after the first team
representative correctly obtains the right jelly bean, add one jelly bean of
the correct color for the next team member. Continue until EVERY
member of the team has correctly obtained a Jelly Bean.
8. This also works great with Jelly Bean Salvation to present a gospel
message. In that case, remove all the RED Jelly beans except one. Then
use the other colors of the jelly beans to present the Gospel – Black, Red,
White, Green, etc. It’s also a great game for Easter!
•
Hide a strawberry inside a pie tin filled with whip cream.
This plays the same way as the Jelly Bean version, but is a messy variation! Be
sure to have some wet towels to clean up the whip cream covered faces!
•
Hide a Jelly bean or hard candy in a pie tin filled with flour
Again, a messy variation of the Jelly Bean option.
•
Hide Strawberries in some red colored Jello
In this variation, players must plant their face in the Jello and try to come up with
a strawberry in their teeth.
•
Hide a silver coin among a large number of pennies
In this variation, youth / kids have to search through a bucket of pennies to find
the single silver coin. It has the advantage of being closer related to the Parable
of the Lost coin. To make it more difficult, make the team members wear a pair of
thick gloves or blindfold them.
•
Hide a dried green pea among a bowl of dried beans.
In this variation, dried beans are used instead of candy. To make it more difficult,
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give team members straws. Youth must use suction through the straw to fish the
pea out of the bowl and drop it into another bowl across the room. Replace the
pea after each team member is successful.
Hide a small plastic sheep amid a box of animal crackers.
This variation has the advantage of relating more closely to the parable of the
sheep. If you can’t find a sheep, add a little hardened white frosting to one of the
animal crackers that most closely resembles a sheep. To make it more difficult,
blindfold each team member first.
Hide a special colored marble among a bag of various colored marbles.
Use colored marbles to replace the jelly beans. To make it more difficult, add
thick gloves to make it more difficult or try using a straw to pick up the marble like
the green pea variation. You can also use a blindfold. You can use the colored
marbles in the same way as Jelly Bean Salvation, to present the gospel.
Find the prize in a box of cereal.
Get a box of dried cereal and have kids search through the box to find the prize.
Cracker Jack boxes with prizes inside also work well. First person to find his
prize wins.

Take it to the Next Level (You can choose the questions below or make up your own,
you don’t have to ask them all.)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What was difficult about finding the lost item?
What were some of the frustrations? How did you feel trying to find one little item
among so many?
Have you ever been lost? How did you feel?
In what ways are people lost?
Why do you think God values us so much and finds us so precious to search for
us among so many others?
Why do you think you are so precious to God?
Do you feel God loves you in the same way? Why or why not?
If God is so determined to find us and bring us back into his loving care, how
should we feel toward God?
How should we feel about helping others find their way back to God?
Have you become spiritually lost? In what ways do you think God has been
searching for you?

Read more: http://www.creativeyouthideas.com/resources/creative-teaching-ideas/lost/
#ixzz5XKKY6luN
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